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in home tooth whitening uses a whitening
toothpaste and gel. you'll apply the

toothpaste once a day and leave the gel on
your teeth for twenty minutes a day. the

treatment is effective for up to three
months and is done in your own home at
your convenience. we offer in office tooth
whitening treatments as well as in home
treatments. if you are interested in the

professional whitening treatment, you can
choose to have an in office whitening

treatment or a series of whitening trays
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mailed to you. you can use any type of
white chocolate that is available in the

store. some brands have a higher cocoa
content than others. it can be hard to find

a white chocolate with a high cocoa
content. the more cocoa content, the

darker the chocolate will be. if you don't
like the look of the white chocolate mix,
you can always add more peppermint

extract to darken it up. just remember to
reduce the amount of cocoa in your recipe

accordingly. basket willow, bay willow,
black willow, black willow extract, brittle
willow, corteza de sauce, crack willow,

daphne willow, corce de saule, corce de
saule blanc, european willow, european

willow bark, extrait d'corce de saule,
extrait d'corce de saule blanc, extrait de

saule, extrait de saule blanc, knackweide,
laurel willow, lorbeerweide, organic willow,

osier blanc, osier rouge, purple osier,
purple osier willow, purple willow,

purpurweide, pussy willow, reifweide,
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salicis cortex, salix alba, salix daphnoides,
salix fragilis, salix nigra, salix pentandra,
salix purpurea, saule, saule argent, saule
blanc, saule commun, saule des viviers,
saule fragile, saule noir, saule pourpre,
silberweide, violet willow, weidenrinde,

white willow, white willow bark, willowbark,
white willow extract, willow bark extract.

White Extractor Crack

this video created by kavita bavishi
demonstrates the various ways and causes

of tooth crack formation. understanding
the nature of the crack can allow for more
accurate treatment of a cracked tooth as
well as help save a patient from a painful
toothache and the embarrassment of not

being able to eat. we recommend you
watch the video to learn more about tooth
crack formation as it provides more detail
on the various ways that tooth crack may

occur. if you have questions, please do not
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hesitate to contact us by filling out our
contact form on the contact page. >wed,

10 may 2018 00:00:00 -0400 tooth
whitening expert tooth whitening all it

takes is one visit to our dental office to see
how easy it is to brighten your teeth. dr.

hughes and our team are able to make you
look your best as if you were born with
perfect teeth. our whitening treatments

can be done in one or more sessions with a
series of trays or at home with a whitening

toothpaste and tray. the in office tooth
whitening treatment is the most popular

among our patients. in office tooth
whitening uses an in-office professional to

apply a whitening gel or paste to your
teeth. this is done in less than ten minutes
and the trays will be changed every hour

for the entire session. the trays will be
removed and a fresh tray will be reapplied
every two hours. during this time, patients
may take care of any other personal issues

like brushing, flossing and using
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mouthwash. the treatment is effective for
up to three months and can be repeated at
any time if you notice your teeth becoming

discolored again. 5ec8ef588b
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